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Abstract—Active Interference Cancellation (AIC) techniques
for OFDM spectrum sculpting have gained interest over the
last years, and several extensions to the MIMO case have been
recently proposed. However, these designs do not fully exploit the
spatial diversity provided by the multiple transmit antennas, as
canceler allocation is fixed. This paper proposes a more general
mechanism for the allocation of the cancellation subcarriers
across antennas in order to better exploit spatial diversity. In
particular, we present a novel AIC design for cognitive MIMOOFDM systems, in which transmit antennas compete against each
other for a fixed number of cancellation subcarriers. We show
that this more general allocation approach results in significant
performance improvements with respect to previous designs.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As the interest in wireless communication systems continues
to grow, technologies capable of using the available spectrum
efficiently need to be developed. Cognitive Radio [1] is one
such technique, based on transmitting opportunistically over
unused licensed spectrum. To this end, Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a well suited modulation
format, as the signal spectrum can in principle be shaped by
turning off sets of subcarriers, and thus avoid interfering to
licensed users [2], [3]. However, the high subcarrier sidelobes
resulting from the FFT implementation of standard OFDM
require the use of more sophisticated spectrum sculpting techniques. In particular, Active Interference Cancellation (AIC),
has received considerable attention [4]–[8] because of its
effectiveness and the advantage of being transparent to the
receiver. Under AIC, a small subset of system subcarriers are
not used for data transmission, but are instead appropriately
modulated to reduce the amount of power transmitted within
some portion of the system bandwidth. The receiver simply
discards those subcarriers and decodes the rest.
AIC was originally formulated for single-antenna transmitters, with subsequent multiantenna extensions appearing in
[9]–[11]. Although these extensions have considered different
features of the resulting Multiple-Input, Single-Output (MISO)
channel, neither of them fully exploits the available spatial
diversity. In [9], the proposed multiantenna AIC schemes do
not employ Channel State Information (CSI) from the cognitive transmitter to the licensed receiver, and thus are unable
to benefit from the spatial diversity of the MISO channel.
In [10]–[11], CSI is included in the problem formulation,
resulting in significant improvements. However, in [10], all of
the cancellation subcarriers are relegated to the same antenna,
whereas in [11] the positions of the cancellation subcarriers

are the same for all transmit antennas, independently of
available CSI. Thus, neither [10] nor [11] efficiently exploits
all available degrees of freedom.
In this context, the main contribution of this paper is to
derive a more flexible multiantenna AIC approach, showing
that significant performance improvements can be achieved
by resorting to more general schemes for the allocation of
cancellation subcarriers across antennas. Specifically, we allocate the total number of cancellation subcarriers based on an
heuristic allocation policy, built on the placement optimization
approach for SISO-AIC from [7], in which antennas compete
for the available resources. We show with simulations that this
approach clearly outperforms previous schemes.
This paper is organized as follows. The signal model and
AIC basics are presented in Section II. In Section III the
proposed multiantenna AIC design is derived. Performance
evaluation and comparison with previous methods are given
in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
A. Signal Model
We consider a cognitive MIMO-OFDM system having M
transmit antennas and R receive antennas. Each antenna uses
OFDM modulation with N subcarriers. A licensed user is
known to operate in a frequency band B within the cognitive
bandwidth and needs to be protected from interference as
depicted in Fig. 1.
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Multiantenna AIC communication setting.

The spectrum of the OFDM signal transmitted by antenna
m is the superposition of all its subcarrier spectra, affected by
their corresponding modulating coefficients xm,k
Xm (f ) =

N
−1
X
k=0

xm,k φk (f ) = xTm φ(f ),

m = 1, . . . , M,
(1)
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with φ(f )
,
[ φ0 (f ) · · · φN −1 (f ) ]T , xm
,
[ xm,0 · · · xm,N −1 ]T , and where φk (f ) is the periodic
sinc spectrum1 of the k-th subcarrier, times the frequency
response of the interpolation filter in the Digital-to-Analog
converter [12]. Using (1), the spectrum of the signal received
by the licensed user antenna is
S(f ) =

M
X

Hm (f )Xm (f ),

with Hm (f ) the frequency response of the channel from
transmit antenna m and the licensed user2 . AIC aims at
sculpting S(f ) such that interference over band B is minimum.
B. AIC basics - single antenna scenario
With a single transmit antenna, (2) becomes S(f ) =
H(f )X(f ). If the variation of H(f ) within band B is assumed
small, the AIC problem reduces to minimizing the power
transmitted over B [4]–[7]. Assuming B spans NP contiguous
subcarriers, these NP subcarriers, plus NC more are reserved
to generate a spectrum notch over B, usually under a transmit
power constraint. This leaves ND = N −NP −NC subcarriers
for data transmission.
The modulating vector x ∈ CN in (1) can be written as
(3)

where d ∈ CND is the zero-mean data vector, with covariance E{ddH } = IND , and c ∈ CNP +NC is the vector of cancellation coefficients. Matrices S ∈ CN ×ND and
T ∈ CN ×(NP +NC ) comprise different sets of columns of IN ,
and map data and cancellation coefficients to the data and
reserved subcarrier locations respectively. The scaling factor
α (0 < α ≤ 1) controls how the available transmit power is
shared between data and cancellation subcarriers.
In [7], cancellation coefficients are linear combinations of
data, i.e., c = Θd with Θ ∈ C(NP +NC )×ND . Hence,
x = G(Θ)d,

with

G(Θ) , αS + T Θ,

(4)

and Θ is the design parameter. This parametrization leads to
a formulation in terms of the power spectral density (PSD) of
the OFDM signal. Specifically, from (1) and (4), and following
[7], the signal PSD is obtained in terms of Θ as
n
o
2
Px (f, Θ) = E |X(f )| = Tr{GH (Θ)Φ(f )G(Θ)}, (5)
where Φ(f ) , φ(f )φH (f ). Based on (5), the AIC design
problem subject to a transmit power constraint Pmax is
Z
Z ∞
Px (f, Θ)df ≤ Pmax , (6)
Px (f, Θ)df s.t.
min
Θ

B

−∞

which is a convex problem that can be efficiently solved for
the optimal Θopt by means of the generalized singular value
decomposition [7], [14].
1 As

in [7], conventional cyclic-prefix OFDM is assumed for simplicity.
to [10]–[11], we assume {Hm (f )} are known. Assuming
channel reciprocity, which is practical for slowly varying scenarios, this CSI
can be obtained without explicit cooperation from the licensed user, e.g. as
in [13].
2 Similarly
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Allocation example for AC-AIC (M = 2, NP = 5, NC = 6).

III. MISO-AIC WITH COMPETING ANTENNAS
The simplest AIC extension to the multiantenna setting
is to apply (6) from Sec. II-B on each antenna as in [9],
without exploiting the MISO structure. However, it is clear
that by using knowledge about {Hm (f )} a better solution
should be achievable. For example, [10]–[11] exploit CSI to
jointly distribute the cancellation power between the antennas.
Generalizing (3) to the multiantenna setting, one has
xm = αSm dm + Tm cm

m = 1, . . . , M,

(7)

with dm , cm , Sm and Tm the analogous quantities to those in
(3) but for transmit antenna m. We assume that the number of
cancellation subcarriers to allocate across antennas is a fixed
design parameter. In [10] the signal model (7) is restricted to

αS1 d1 + T1 c for m = 1
(8)
xm =
αdm
for m = 2, . . . , M,
giving all cancelers to the first antenna. On the other hand, the
corresponding model adopted in [11] is given by
xm = αSdm + T cm

m = 1, . . . , M,

(9)

so that all antennas are allocated the same cancelers (NP
cancelers aligned with B, plus an equal number of cancelers
at each side of B) through matrices S, T . Both (8) and (9)
inserted in (2) exploit the knowledge of Hm (f ) to compute c
and cm respectively. However, both schemes underutilize the
degrees of freedom available for allocation of the cancelers.
For instance, in the single-antenna scenario it has been shown
in [7] that performance can be improved with a more general
placement of the cancelers not aligned with B (i.e. not necessarily clustered at both sides of B). An efficient algorithm to
optimize the cancelers’ locations was also provided in [7].
Further, as in general antenna separation is such that independent antenna subchannels Hm (f ) result, better exploitation
of their knowledge is possible. The signal in (2) adds spatial
diversity, such that cancelers on a given antenna might be
more effective to reduce interference than those on others.
Therefore, we focus on the general MISO-AIC model in (7),
where each (Sm , Tm ) pair represents a possibly different
partition of the identity matrix, and the number of cancelers
(m)
per antenna NC may also differ along antennas3 . This is
illustrated in Fig. 2 for M = 2.
(m)

3 Note that N = N
D
is fixed.

(m)

+NP +NC

for all m, and NC =

PM

m=1

(m)

NC

We assume that independent data streams are transmitted
over each antenna, and thus E{di dH
j } = 0 for i 6= j. Using
the AIC framework in (4), i.e. cm = Θm dm , and the signal
model from (7), the PSD of the signal in (2) and the total
transmit power are respectively given by
Ps (f, {Gm })
PT

=
=

M
X

|Hm (f )|2 Px(m) (f, Gm ),

m=1
M Z ∞
X

m=1

−∞

Px(m) (f, Gm )df,

(10)
(11)

(m)

where Px (f, Gm ) , Tr{GH
m Φ(f )Gm } is the PSD transmitted by antenna m, with Gm , αSm +Tm Θm . The MISOAIC problem is therefore
Z
Ps (f, {Gm })df s.t. PT ≤ Pmax ,
(12)
min
{Gm }

B

in which the design parameters are the matrices
{Sm , Tm , Θm }. The optimal {Θm } can be efficiently
computed analogously to (6) for fixed subcarrier mapping
matrices {Sm , Tm }. On the other hand, optimization of
these subcarrier mapping matrices is a difficult combinatorial
problem. We adopt a greedy approach inspired by the one
from [7] for the single antenna case; the proposed extension
to MISO-AIC is as follows.
The antenna competition allocation is initialized assigning
the NP subcarriers aligned with B as cancelers to all antennas.
The remaining NC cancelers are allocated sequentially in
pairs4 as follows. For each new pair of cancelers to be
allocated, each antenna computes its candidate subcarrier pair
(the one that if included as canceler would result in the
greatest performance gain) based on the cancelers it has
already been allocated. This results in M possible allocations
for this canceler pair, one for each antenna. The cancelers
are given to the antenna reporting the largest improvement.
This procedure is repeated until all canceler pairs have been
allocated. The MISO-AIC with competing antenna design is
summarized in Table I. Although not necessarily optimal, this
greedy allocation scheme provides substantial performance
gain with respect to the models in (8) and (9), as shown next.
IV. P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of the proposed Antenna Competition
MISO-AIC design, termed AC-AIC in what follows, is evaluated in this section. Performance is assessed for transmitters
with M = 2, 3 or 4 antennas. Further, comparison against
MISO-AIC designs based on the models of (8) from [10]
and (9) from [11], termed single-allocation MISO-AIC (SAAIC) and equal-allocation MISO-AIC (EA-AIC) respectively
in what follows are provided. The extension to the multiantenna scenario of the single-antenna AIC design of [7] using
improved canceler placement individually at each antenna is
considered for reference. In that case, termed Basic-AIC in the
4 Cancelers are allocated in pairs of subcarriers symmetrically located
around the protected band, based on the symmetry of the AIC problem [7].

TABLE I
C ANCELER A LLOCATION WITH A NTENNA C OMPETITION

Definition:

Subcarriers aligned with B → k ∈ a1 , . . . , aNP
Canceler pairs to allocate → NC /2
Search distance around B → ∆
Cancelers set for each antenna → Cm
Search set for each antenna → Sm
Initialization:


∀m
Cm = k : k ∈ a1 , . . . , aNP
Sm = {k : k ∈ {1, . . . , ∆}} ∀ m
for Cancel = 1 to NC /2 do
for m = 1 to M do
for k ∈ Sm do

Augment set C ∗ = Cm ∪ a1 − k, aNP + k
∗
∗
Construct Sm and Tm based on C ∗
∗ and T ∗ for Antenna m
Solve (12) using Sm
m
Compute resulting power spill PB∗ (k)
end for
∗ = min P ∗ (k)
Candidate canceler → km
k B
∗ )
P̄B (m) = PB∗ (km
end for
winning antenna
→ m∗ = minm P̄B (m)

∗ ,a
∗
Cm = C∪ a1,m − km
NP ,m + km
∗ from S
Remove km
m
end for

TABLE II
M EAN NOTCH DEPTH OVER B FOR CONSIDERED MISO-AIC SCHEMES .
M =2
M =3
M =4
SA-AIC [10]
1.06
1.06
1.07
EA-AIC [11]
6.22
6.43
6.72
Basic-AIC [7]
9.08
9.09
9.11
AC-AIC
12.55
12.99
12.64
Results are in dB gain with respect to Null Subcarriers.

following, power and cancelers are equally distributed among
antennas, which are optimized independently (without CSI).
For a fair comparison, all allocation schemes are inserted in the
framework of (4) in order to compute the optimal cancellation
weights for each of them. We consider a cognitive MIMOOFDM system operating at a 2 GHz carrier frequency, with
5.12 MHz bandwidth and 20 kHz subcarrier spacing. The
number of subcarriers is set to N = 256 and a cyclic prefix of
12 samples (5%) is used. A licensed user occupying a band
B spanning subcarriers 80–99 is assumed. In all cases considered, all antennas are allocated these NP = 20 subcarriers
as cancelers, and a typical value of NC = 6M additional
subcarriers to be also used for interference cancellation. In all
cases the power share given to the cancellation subcarriers is
set to 2% (see parameter α in (4)). We consider independent
realizations of the 3GPP Typical Urban wireless channel specification for each antenna, which results in a 12-tap frequency
selective channel for the given system parameters [15]. Fig. 3
shows the PSD of the cognitive signal arriving to the licensed
user antenna, in the vicinity of the protected band. Results
are shown for M = 2 antennas and for the different AIC
designs. The case where AIC is not employed, i.e. subcarriers

the cost of an increased computational cost. Different to SAAIC and EA-AIC, the proposed scheme requires to optimize
the cancelers allocation as shown in Table I. The optimization
process has to be executed anew every time the channel
changes, but not for each OFDM symbol. Thus, the proposed
scheme is better suited for slowly-varying scenarios.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
A novel multiantenna AIC design was presented, allowing
more efficient exploitation of the spatial diversity of the
associated MISO channel. In the proposed design, antennas
compete to get a share of the total available cancelers based
on their CSI. This approach is shown to outperform previously
reported MISO-AIC solutions in all considered scenarios.
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Fig. 3.

80–99 plus 3 more at each side are simply turned off at both
antennas, is shown for reference; this baseline case is termed
Null Subcarriers. It is seen that the proposed AC-AIC scheme
outperforms SA-AIC, EA-AIC and Basic-AIC as expected.
In particular, the improvement with respect to Basic-AIC is
entirely due to the inclusion of the spatial dimension in ACAIC. This better use of the spatial diversity becomes clear in
Fig. 4, which shows the canceler allocation for AC-AIC in the
scenario of Fig. 3. This figure emphasizes that spatial diversity
turns into different canceler sets for each antenna.
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Canceler allocation for AC-AIC in the scenario of Fig. 3.

Table II reports the performance gain of the proposed design
for different number of transmit antennas M , in terms of the
average notch depth of the PSD over B with respect to the Null
Subcarriers baseline. It can be noted that AC-AIC significantly
outperforms all considered schemes, as it is the one that better
exploits the spatial diversity. For instance, AC-AIC provides
about 6 dB and 3.5 dB improvement with respect to EA-AIC
and Basic-AIC (which also optimizes canceler placement but
separately for each antenna), respectively. It is observed that
SA-AIC (most restrictive design) performs the worst; this is
due to the fact that all cancelers are placed at the same antenna,
so the system cannot effectively cancel the interference from
other antennas if its channel condition is not good enough.
The significant performance gain of AC-AIC is obtained at
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